Storage

Cost-Effective
Archiving
with the Dell
PowerVault RD1000
The Dell™ PowerVault™ RD1000 removable disk drive provides a flexible, cost-effective way for small and medium
businesses to meet data growth and long-term archiving
requirements—designed to provide both higher performance and simpler management than traditional tape
media while being more portable and durable than
traditional external hard drives.

By Jeff Boles
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For an introduction to the PowerVault RD1000, see “Introducing the Dell PowerVault RD1000: A Portable Disk-based Replacement for Traditional Low-End Tape Backup,” by Curt Krempin, in
Dell Power Solutions, February 2007, DELL.COM/Downloads/Global/Power/ps1q07-20070207-RD1000.pdf.
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Removability and scalability. The

“The Dell PowerVault RD1000 removable

PowerVault RD1000 is designed to
exceed the performance of traditional

disk drive can provide multiple
advantages for SMBs seeking to meet
the challenges of data growth and
retention requirements.”

low-end tape while matching its advantages in removability and scalability. The
removable cartridges provide SMBs with
quickly accessible near-line archival storage and protected backup storage in a
single system that can be easily expanded
simply by adding cartridges. Administra-

both tape and disk media, is easy to use,
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tors can also easily archive and protect

has few parts that can fail or wear out, and

to traditional tape backups can be

data offline without performing complex

can handle many cycles of removal and

extremely slow, and even basic backup

data migrations or managing multiple
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performance with tape can suffer when
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write cycles than typical tape media can,
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45 MB/sec—that are well suited for the

ment over a normal archiving life span—

RD1000 can be accessed through the

dynamic nature of near-line archival stor-

helping significantly reduce the total cost
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age and retrieval.

of ownership for data retention.
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designed

designed for simplicity, contains no
read/write mechanisms, and utilizes a

(SATA) II removable drive cartridges—

Power conservation with
the Dell PowerVault RD1000

available in 80 GB, 120 GB, 160 GB, and

Energy efficiency has become increasingly important to help control power and cooling costs

300 GB capacities—are designed not

in enterprise IT environments, and backup and archiving systems are no exception. The Dell

only for easy off-site storage, but also

PowerVault RD1000 removable disk drive is designed to balance high performance and durable

for capacity scaling similar to tape by

archival storage with efficient power conservation. For example, in addition to enabling administra-

minimal number of components to help
maximize its life span. The Serial ATA

allowing enterprises to build and add to
a pool of rotated cartridges. This removability also helps minimize power consumption compared with always-on
near-line disk systems; for more infor-

tors to remove the cartridges for long-term archiving and storage, these cartridges are designed to
rapidly spin down during periods of inactivity even when plugged in. This
feature helps reduce not only the power consumption that other
disk-based storage devices typical require to con-

mation, see the “Power conservation

tinue running, but also the daily wear

with the Dell PowerVault RD1000” side-

on drive components, helping

bar in this article.

extend the system’s life span
and further reduce total cost

Key advantages of
the Dell PowerVault RD1000
Both traditional SMB tape and hard drive
solutions for long-term storage require
compromises. In comparison with these

of ownership.
—Curt Krempin
Product marketing manager,
Dell Enterprise Product Group

solutions, the PowerVault RD1000 can
provide higher performance, equivalent or
better removability and scalability, better

Dell PowerVault RD1000 removable disk drive

cost-effectiveness, and higher durability.
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the environmental chambers. The results

“The Dell PowerVault RD1000 offers

high-performance, durable, easy-to-use
disk-based storage in a single system.
Its versatility and long life expectancy
make it well suited to help SMBs meet
the challenges of data growth and
long-term data retention in a flexible,
cost-effective way.”

indicated that a PowerVault RD1000
cartridge stored in moderately controlled conditions (78°F with 95 percent
noncondensing relative humidity) can
provide a potential life expectancy of
30 years or more. In stringently controlled conditions (68°F with 30 percent
relative humidity), the results indicated
that this potential life expectancy can
increase to 100 years or more—well over
the typical requirements for long-term
enterprise data storage.
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term data retention in a flexible, cost-

using durable, highly protected disk car-

mance, they separated the cartridges

effective way.

tridges that integrate both the access

into five groups. Each group was placed

mechanism and the media itself. Key fea-

into its own environmental chamber set
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at high temperature and humidity levels,

of technology validation services at the

with temperatures in different chambers

Taneja Group, an analysis and consulting

Special-purpose 2.5-inch drive car-
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organization focused on the storage

tridges that secure drive heads by

ity levels ranging from 10 percent to

and server industry. He has more than

ramp loading them at the end of activ-

85 percent. At specified intervals of

20 years of IT experience in data protec-

ity, helping remove a source of acci-

between 336 and 1,000 hours, the test

tion, storage systems, networking, and

dental media and head collisions that

team removed the cartridges and

servers, as well as in product develop-

can damage traditional drives

checked the data for error. Failed

ment, validation, and strategy.

Inactive-state spin down to help avoid

drives—defined as those returning an

wear on drive components

unrecoverable read error when reading

Casing and enclosure designed for

any data on the disk—were removed

high insertion rates

from the test, with the rest returned to

Ruggedized shell designed to with-

the environment chamber for another

stand a three-foot drop onto concrete

monitoring interval. This process was

as well as prolonged exposure to heat,

repeated until the total duration for each

dust, electrostatic discharge, and other

chamber was reached, a period of

environmental contaminants

between 2,000 and 4,000 hours.
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The Percept team next plotted the
To help validate these product speci-

test results in ReliaSoft ALTA, a software

fications, in July 2007 Percept Technology

package designed to calculate predicted
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life spans based on data from acceler-
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ated conditions such as those used in
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QUICK LINK
Dell PowerVault RD1000:
DELL.COM/RD1000
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